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The NIV is a translation for everyone – young or old, new readers of the Bible or serious students – and it is perfect for devotions, evangelism or study. It combines faithfulness to the Hebrew and Greek with clarity in communicating the thoughts of the Bible authors.

A special limited edition of the New International Version, this text Bible was published to celebrate 2000 years of Christianity. It brings together many of the best elements of traditional Bible manufacture which have been practised by Cambridge craftsmen and women since the early days of printing and publishing.

- strictly limited edition of 500 numbered copies
- bound in Goatskin leather, with a real leather lining – the highest quality binding of the NIV available
- colourful ribbon markers, and head- and tail-bands
- lustrous art-gilt edges
- packaged in a special presentation box
NIV Pocket Cross-Reference Edition

Page size: 153 x 107 mm (6 x 4¼ inches)
Spine width: 33 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 6/7 pt Olympian

- Bible paper
- black-letter (anglicised) text
- cross-references
- footnotes
- table of weights and measures
- presentation page
- 11 colour maps (except white Bible)
- ribbon marker
- gilt edges

This is one of our most popular Bibles, combining contemporary style with a handy size and useful study aids. It comes in a choice of binding styles and colours.

Inside are translators’ notes, maps to give context to the people, places and events of the Bible – and over 50,000 cross-references.

It is printed on Bible paper with gilt edges and bound in a choice of fine leathers and colours.

- more than 50,000 centre-column references
- popular modern translation
- available in a choice of colours and binding styles

Also available with Zip fastener

Bibles with covers secured by zip fasteners (originally a Cambridge innovation) are becoming increasingly uncommon. The zipped binding protects the delicate pages and makes this compact Bible even more portable than before.
This Bible fulfils three of the most common requirements identified by customers: readable print, high-quality binding and a slimline form.

This Cambridge edition is characterised by a clear, bold text design and a generous print size. It is printed on unusually thin paper, making the text not only easy to read, but the volume itself slim and flexible.

- clear, bold text design and generous print size
- more than 50,000 centre-column references
- slim, elegant volume in black Calfskin leather
NIV Wide-Margin Reference Edition

Page size: 231 x 184 mm (9 x 71⁄4 inches)
Spine width: 38 mm (1½ inches)
Typography: 8/9 pt Olympian

- India paper
- black-letter
  (anglicised) text
- cross-references
- footnotes
- table of weights and measures
- 16 pages of colour maps with index to place names
- special notes for parallel passages

The incomparable NIV wide-margin Bible is a pleasure to handle and use for both reading and study. Its high-quality Calfskin binding sets it apart as one of the most beautiful NIV Bibles anywhere. With its art-gilt edges and the best materials and craftsmanship, the Calfskin edition in particular makes a superb gift.

- wide margins for individual note-making
- more than 50,000 centre-column references

Adultery

27“You have heard that it was said, ‘Do not commit adultery.’
28But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her thoughts.

NIV Wide-Margin Reference Edition

Hardback
with jacket Red NIVWM380 Ribbon
Shrink-wrapped
0 521 50832 0 £25.95

Bonded leather
Black NIVWM382 Two ribbons
Gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50833 9 £52.50
Red NIVWM382 Two ribbons
Gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50834 7 £52.50

Calfskin leather
Black NIVWM387 Two ribbons
Art-gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50905 X £80.00
NIV Pre-Punched Pages

Pre-punched pages (two holes) NIVP2
0 521 50931 9 £42.50

Cambridge offers here a unique Bible – the popular NIV translation printed on pre-punched pages. The pages are trimmed (wider, but shorter, than A4) so that readers can interleave the text with their own off-the-shelf paper, tabs and reference materials to produce a unique Bible study aid. Pre-punched with the standard two holes, the Bible pages can be organised in one or more of the reader’s own A4 ring-binders for ultimate adaptability.

- indispensable for ministers, Bible teachers and students, at home, in class or in a study group
- wide margins for individual note-making
- concordance has 160 pages and 35,000 entries

‘...ideal as the basis of a personal study system. The joy is that the system is infinitely expandable.’

BAPTIST TIMES
NIV Pocket New Testament

Page size: 109 x 73 mm (4¼ x 2¾ inches)
Spine width: 14 mm (½ inch)
Typography: 6 pt Times Roman

- Bible paper
- red-letter (US) text
- presentation page
- ribbon

An exquisite calfskin NIV New Testament that is small enough to carry in a pocket with comfort.

- red-letter text to highlight the words of Jesus
Your giant-print Bibles are absolutely beautiful … I have the giant-print NIV Bibles in four volumes sitting prominently on my desk right here in full view … I want to have them handy to point out to friends who visit my office.’

JONI EARECKSON TADA

NIV Giant-Print Edition
Hardback, imitation leather
Dark green   NIV480 4-volume set
0 521 50877 0   £80.00

NIV Giant-Print New Testament Edition
Hardback
Dark green   NIVNT480 Shrink-wrapped
0 521 50929 7   £25.95
French Morocco leather
Black   NIVNT483 Ribbon Gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50930 0   £47.50

NIV Giant-Print Edition
Page size: 234 x 156 mm (9¼ x 6¼ inches)
Page extent: 5530 pp., the set
Spine width: 200 mm (8 inches)
Typography: 18/24 pt Swift

• Bible paper
• black-letter (US) text

Whether the need is for a Bible for public reading, or for an extra-large text for someone with impaired eyesight, this specially designed set is the obvious choice.

• extra-large, bold print chosen for its clarity
• just 23 lines to a page, with plenty of space between for ease of reading
• the complete Bible in four hardback volumes

NIV Giant-Print New Testament Edition
Page size: 234 x 156 mm (9¼ x 6¼ inches)
Spine width: 44 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 18/24 pt Swift

• Bible paper
• black-letter (US) text

A giant-print edition of the NIV New Testament. Available both in a gift leather edition and a robust hardback. (Same size print as sample shown to left.)
This version of the Bible is particularly suitable for public reading: the translators concentrated on creating the right cadences and strong line-endings to make the meaning of the Scriptures clear to everyone.

**REB Standard Text Edition**

- Page size: 208 x 132 mm (8¾ x 5¼ inches)
- Spine width: 31 mm (1¼ inches)
- Typography: 8/9 pt Swift

- Bible paper
- footnotes
- editions with, and without, Apocrypha

An edition of this popular modern translation that comes either in sturdy hardback or leather.

- page numbers match the Lectern Edition, so the hardback makes an excellent pew edition

**REB Standard Text Edition**

**Hardback**

- with jacket Green REB140
- Shrink-wrapped
- 0 521 51318 9
- £11.95

**French Morocco leather**

- Black REB143 Presentation page
- Ribbon Gilt edges
- 0 521 01294 5
- £50.00

**REB Standard Text Edition with Apocrypha**

**Hardback**

- with jacket Green REBA140
- Shrink-wrapped
- 0 521 50940 8
- £13.95

**French Morocco leather**

- Black REBA143 Presentation page
- Ribbon Gilt edges
- 0 521 50955 6
- £55.00

*Spiritual gifts*

away by some impulse or other to dumb heathen gods. 5For this reason you must impress upon you that no one says 'A curse on Jesus!' can be spoken under the influence of the Spirit of...
**REB Pocket Edition**

Hardback, imitation leather
Burgundy REB 170
0 521 50748 0 £6.95

---

**REB Lectern Edition**

Imitation leather over boards
Black REB200
0 521 50727 8 £200.00
Black REBA210 includes Apocrypha
0 521 50729 4 £225.00
Red REB200
0 521 50741 3 £200.00
Red REBA210 includes Apocrypha
0 521 50738 3 £225.00

Goatskin leather over boards
Black REB205
0 521 50728 6 £250.00
Red REBA215 includes Apocrypha
0 521 50739 1 £275.00

---

**REB Pocket Edition**

Page size: 138 x 97 mm (5½ x 3¾ inches)
Spine width: 30 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 6/6 pt Monotype Calisto

An economical hardback REB in a handy size. (See also page 36, REB White Gift Bible)

---

**REB Lectern Edition**

Page size: 305 x 228 mm (12 x 9 inches)
Page extent: 1048 pp. (with Apocrypha 1256 pp.)
Spine width: 87 mm (3½ inches)
Typography: 12/13 pt Swift

- available with or without Apocrypha
- presentation page
- three ribbons
- gilt edges
- presentation box

The page numbering of this distinguished Lectern Bible is the same as that in our pew edition of the Revised English Bible (on page 9).

---

**Daniel 6**

over them three chief ministers, to whom the satraps were to submit their reports so that the king’s interests might not suffer; of these three ministers, Daniel was one. ³ Daniel outshone the other ministers and the
REB Compact New Testament

Page size: 142 x 104 mm (5½ x 4 inches)
Spine width: 10 mm (¼ inch)
Typography: 8/9½ pt Swift

• India paper
• presentation page
• footnotes
• ribbon marker

A beautiful single-column setting of the REB New Testament, in a choice of economical green hardback or supple red calf skin. The hardback comes with four alternative presentation pages, making it suitable for many occasions – including confirmations and ordinations.

• striking single-column design
• pocket-sized volume, with type that is clear and easy to read
• popular modern English translation
• an affordable and tasteful gift

REB Compact New Testament
Hardback, imitation leather
Green   REBNT0   Coloured edges   Shrink-wrapped
0 521 50948 3   £9.95

Calfskin leather
Red   REBNT7   Gilt edges   Slipcase
0 521 50947 5   £24.95

The Sermon on the Mount
5 When he saw the crowds he went up a mountain, and when his disciples had gathered around him to begin to address them. And this is the teaching that he gave them:
3 ‘Blessed are the poor in spirit;
A comprehensive revision of the King James Version and its successors, the Revised Version and American Standard Version.

It is a scholarly and accurate translation, highly regarded as a reliable text for academic use, as well as for public reading and private devotions.

The RSV is still the favourite Bible translation for many people. The Brevier Reference Edition is small enough to carry easily, yet with clear, bold type.

This elegant Bible is bound in a choice of black or burgundy French Morocco leather. It offers substantial study tools in the form of footnotes, cross-references and a concordance designed by the American Bible Society.
RSV New Testament & Psalms

Page size: 165 x 90 mm  
Page extent: 606pp  
Spine width: 16 mm (⅜ inch)  
Typography: 8/8¼ pt Times Semi-Bold 421

- Bible paper  
- ribbon  
- gilt edges

This elegant New Testament combines a compact form with a clear, easy-to-read Times Semi-Bold typeface, printed in a single-column format and bound in soft, flexible French Morocco leather. The book is small enough to fit in a pocket or handbag.

- only RSV New Testament available  
- includes the Psalms  
- quality binding makes it suitable as a gift

REVELATION 14

The lamb on Mount Z

14 Then I looked, and lo, on Mount Zion, and upon him that sitteth thereon, and came his company with him;  

1 And he had in his right hand seven stars; and out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword: and there followed him seven stars.  

2 And I heard a loud voice saying, Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of judgment is come: and worship God, for he is God, who is and who was and who is to come.  

3 And the twenty-four elders fell down before the throne, and worshiped God,  

4 saying, Amen: for the word of God is true and faithfull.  

5 And a voice came from the throne saying, Praise God, the Almighty, who is and who was and who is to come, the living God, the true God, the eternal King, the one who had the keys of death and of Hades!  

6 Who has clothed himself in right, and depicted a dragon and its temple; he has thrown into the lake the dragon and its temple, so that there is no place in which it may be found.  

7 He has thrown into the lake the heads of the dragons, the dragon and its temple.  

8 He has thrown into the lake the heads of the dragon and its temple, so that there is no place in which it may be found.
This increasingly popular translation follows in the traditions of the King James and Revised Standard Versions. It is a complete and thorough revision of the original Revised Standard Version, a long-standing foundation text for schools, colleges and churches.

**NRSV Standard Text Edition**

- **Page size:** 207 x 140 mm (8¼ x 5½ inches)
- **Page extent:** 1085 pp.
- **Spine width:** 30 mm (1¼ inch)
- **Typography:** 8¼/9 pt Photina 747
- **Bible paper**
- **Footnotes**

An elegant text edition in the original, international NRSV translation. The practical hardback is ideal for pew use, while the leather editions make desirable gifts.
- **Helpful text sub-headings**
  - to aid readers to find their place

**NRSV Apocrypha Text Edition**

- **Page size:** 210 x 140 mm (8¼ x 5¼ inches)
- **Page extent:** 262 pp.
- **Spine width:** 18 mm (¾ inch)
- **Typography:** 8/9 pt Photina 747

The full NRSV Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books in a separate hardback volume.
- **Helpful text sub-headings**
NRSV Reference Edition
with Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books

Page size: 210 x 156 mm (8¼ x 6¼ inches)
Spine width: 33 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 9/9 pt Swift

• Bible paper
• cross-references
• footnotes
• glossary
• 15 colour maps and gazetteer
• presentation page
• two ribbon markers

A handsome and commanding reference edition of the widely respected NRSV, in a choice of superior bindings. This Bible incorporates the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books, which are cross-referenced both internally and to contextual passages in the Old Testament.
• helpful text sub-headings

‘This presentation edition of the original NRSV does justice to the title deeds of Christianity. With glossary, maps and gazetteer it is an elegant piece of craftsmanship.’

HOME WORDS

NRSV Reference Edition
Bonded leather
Black  NRA22  Gilt edges
0 521 50933 5  £50.00
Burgundy  NRA22  Gilt edges
0 521 50934 3  £50.00
Calfskin leather
Black  NRA27  Art-gilt edges
0 521 50935 1  £70.00
The NRSV Cambridge Annotated Study Bible

The NRSV Cambridge Annotated Study Bible and Apocrypha

Two helpful study tools for the student, from the learned Bible scholar Howard Clark Kee. Both Bible and Apocrypha provide an armoury of background information and explanation on individual Books as well as the Old and New Testaments and Apocrypha.

Verse-by-verse annotations provide historical context and offer interpretive solutions to the more obscure passages.

- Bible paper
- cross-references
- footnotes
- conversion tables
- glossary

The NRSV Cambridge Annotated Study Bible

Page size: 236 x 170 mm (9¼ x 6¼ inches)
Spine width: 48 mm (1¾ inches)
Typography: 7½/8pt Photina 747

This remarkable Study Bible, edited by the noted Bible scholar Howard Clark Kee, contains the Old and New Testaments and a wealth of study material.

- Gospel synopsis allows comparison of narratives
- full colour maps

The NRSV Cambridge Annotated Study Apocrypha

Page size: 246 x 189 mm (9¾ x 7½ inches)
Spine width: 16 mm (½ inch)
Typography: 7½/8½ pt Photina 747

Howard Clark Kee brings his years of scholarship to bear on the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books, and the light they throw on the accepted Biblical canon.

- one of the fullest explanations ever given of the Apocrypha
- genealogies of the Hasmonean and Seleucid royal families
- maps relating to the intertestamental period
- blank pages for notes
NRSV New Testament & Psalms

Page size: 180 x 90 mm (7¼ x 3¾ inches)
Page extent: 544pp
Spine width: 12 mm (½ inch)
Typography: 6½ x 7¼ pt Times Semi-bold 421

- India paper
- shrink-wrapped

This ultra-slim NRSV New Testament looks like a pocket diary and is the only NRSV New Testament that comes complete with the Psalms and Proverbs.

- flexible imitation leather makes it comfortable to carry on the person
- Psalms and Proverbs make it excellent for impromptu services

NRSV Giant-Print Edition

Page size: 234 x 156 mm (9¼ x 6¼ inches)
Page extent: 5488 pp., the set
Spine width: 200 mm (8 inches)
Typography: 18/24 pt Swift

- Bible set in slipcase
- shrink-wrapped New Testament

This edition is unique to Cambridge. An invaluable addition to the bookshelf for those who require truly ‘giant’ print, its format and type size also make it suitable for public reading.

- extra-large, bold print
- just 23 lines to a page, with plenty of space between for ease of reading
- available as a 4-volume set with slipcase
- New Testament also available as an individual item
Cambridge Daily Reading Bible

Paperback
NRPB2  Shrink-wrapped
0 521 50954 8  £13.95

**Cambridge Daily Reading Bible**

**Page size:** 228 x 152 mm (9 x 6 inches)
**Page extent:** 1308 pp.
**Spine width:** 58 mm (2 ¾ inches)
**Typography:** 9/10 pt Swift

- black-letter text
- footnotes

An innovative edition for those who want to read the whole Bible in a systematic way. The readings are arranged in short passages from both the Old and New Testaments. Each day’s readings take only 5–10 minutes, so that the whole Bible can be read in two years. As the readings are numbered rather than dated, readers can start at any point in the year and proceed at their own pace.

- start on any day of the year
- readings interspersed with Psalms and Proverbs to provide variety
- a table suggests readings appropriate for feasts and festivals
- sturdy sewn paperback

‘... this Cambridge Daily Reading Bible admirably fulfils its intended purpose. It is handsomely produced, clearly set out, easy and flexible to use ... It has the busy man or woman very much in mind.’

**THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT**

‘... a restful and satisfying way to read the Bible.’

**PRIESTS AND PEOPLE MAGAZINE**
The Revised Version was produced in the nineteenth century by British and American scholars. It was the first real revision of the Authorized Version (or King James Version) and the basis for the American Standard Version. It draws on manuscripts discovered in the nineteenth century and incorporates the improved understanding of Hebrew and Greek which came from them.

The Interlinear Bible

King James Version / Revised Version

Page size: 226 x 170 mm (9 x 6 ⅞ inches)
Spine width: 38 mm (1⅞ inches)
Typography: 10/11 pt Millers 2n Small Pica No.4
(small body)

- India paper
- cross-references
- footnotes
- Bible Companion (a reading guide for each day of the year)
- 64 lined pages at the back for notes, plus ‘Index to Notes’ section
- 16 pages of colour maps and gazetteer
- three ribbon markers

Two Bibles in one, combining the RV and KJV texts.

The clear interlinear arrangement enables the reader to see immediately where the two texts diverge.

- appendices, listing the variant readings of the American revisers as subsequently used in the American Standard Version
- exhaustive RV cross-references as published in 1898
The King James or ‘Authorized’ Version was commissioned when James 1 became King of England. It was first published in 1611 and attained a unique authority, gradually superseding all previous versions. The first Cambridge printing was in 1629, establishing a tradition of care for the accuracy of the text that has been maintained to this day. The KJV is a classic of the English language and remains a very widely accepted and revered translation.

KJV Standard Text Edition

Hardback
with jacket Blue 40 Shrink-wrapped
0 521 50882 7 £10.95
French Morocco leather
Black 43 Ribbon Gilt edges
0 521 50781 2 £27.50
Burgundy 43 Ribbon Gilt edges
0 521 50782 0 £27.50

An affordable, no-nonsense text Bible that would sit well on any bookshelf or pew. This attractively priced Bible is one of our most popular editions and is used widely by Bible and literature students alike.

- Bible paper
- black-letter text
- Bible word list
- reading plan

In the beginning God created heaven and the earth.
2 And the earth was without form and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the sp
**KJV Large-Print Text Edition**

- **Page size:** 218 x 148 mm (8½ x 5¾ inches)
- **Page extent:** 1568 pp.
- **Spine width:** 36 mm (1¼ inches)
- **Typography:** 10 pt Petit Medieval Clarendon 1159
  - Bible paper
  - black-letter text
  - pronunciation marks
  - presentation page (where stated)

A large-print KJV that is easy on the eye yet comfortable to hold.
  - large, black print is clear and easy to read
  - hardback or leather bindings

**KJV Apocrypha Text Edition**

- **Page size:** 195 x 125 mm (7¼ x 5 inches)
- **Page extent:** 160 pp.
- **Spine width:** 9 mm (⅜ inch)
- **Typography:** 7/7 pt Times Semi-bold 421

Discover the ‘hidden’ texts of the Old Testament Apocrypha and expand your knowledge of the world of the Bible.
  - the Apocryphal books in a separate volume

**II MACC**

*Apocrypha*

11 For when our fathers were led into Persia, the priests that were then devout took the

*The feast of the tabernacles, and of the fire, which was given us when Neemias offered sacrifice, after that he had builded the temple and the altar.*

19 And there went out a champion out of the camp of
KJV Presentation Reference Edition

formerly known as ‘Turquoise Reference Edition’

Page size: 235 x 150 mm (9¼ x 6 inches)
Spine width: 35 mm (1⅞ inches)
Typography: 10/11 pt Antique Old Style No. 3

• India paper
• black- or red-letter text
• cross-references
• pronunciation marks
• concordance
• dictionary
• 15 colour maps and gazetteer
• presentation page and family record section
• 1611 Preface ‘The Translators to the Reader’
• two ribbon markers
• gilt or art-gilt edges
• thumb index (where stated)

Outstanding quality in design, materials and manufacture distinguishes the Presentation Reference Edition. The type is large and easy to read, the page size is generous, and the binding handsome and durable. Includes comprehensive cross-references, a presentation page, and six-page family record section.

501] PSALM 23
A Psalm of David.

The Lord is my shepherd
I shall not want.
2 He maketh me to lie down
The Cambridge Family Bible

Page size: 245 x 155 mm (9¾ x 6¼ inches)
Spine width: 42 mm (1½ inches)
Typography: 10/11 pt Antique Old Style No. 3

- India paper
- black-letter text
- cross-references
- pronunciation marks
- concordance
- dictionary
- 15 colour maps and gazetteer
- presentation page
- 1611 Preface ‘The Translators to the Reader’
- 24-page family history section
- two ribbon markers
- art-gilt edges and gilt line

More than a Bible – a family heirloom too!
This Bible revives the historic tradition of recording significant events and dates within the family Bible, for the benefit of future generations.

It presents the classic King James Version text, printed on India paper and bound in luxurious and durable Goatskin leather. It contains an extensive Family History section – an unprecedented 24 pages, printed on carefully chosen paper and bound at the front of the Bible.

- comes in a box, with space to store documents
- ‘How to use the Family History pages’ guide
- uses Presentation Reference Edition text (see page 22 for sample)
KJV Concord Reference Edition

Calfskin leather
Black CD267 Black letter Gilt edges 0 521 50959 9 £65.00
Black RCD267 Red letter Gilt edges 0 521 16438 9 £67.50
Black RCD267:IX Red letter Gilt edges Thumb index
0 521 16439 7 £77.50
Burgundy RCD267 Red letter Gilt edges
0 521 15034 5 £62.50

Goatskin leather
Black RCD266 Red letter Full leather lining
Gilt line Art-gilt edges
0 521 51297 2 £120.00

KJV Concord Wide-Margin Reference Edition

Bonded leather
Black KWM262 Gilt edges 0 521 50917 3 £60.00

Calfskin leather
Black KWM267 Art-gilt edges 0 521 50918 1 £85.00
Burgundy KWM267 Art-gilt edges
0 521 50919 X £85.00

Goatskin leather
Black KWM266 Edge-lined Art-gilt edges
0 521 53698 7 £115.00

KJV Concord Reference Edition

Page size: 207 x 140 mm (8¼ x 5½ inches)
Spine width: 30 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 8/9 pt Times Semi-bold 421

- India paper
- black- or red-letter text
- Cambridge bold-figure cross-reference system
- pronunciation marks
- 1611 Preface ‘The Translators to the Reader’
- glossary
- concordance
- dictionary (except wide-margin editions)
- 15 colour maps and gazetteer
- presentation page and 6 family record pages (except wide-margin editions)
- two ribbon markers
- gilt or art-gilt edges
- thumb index (where stated)

This sought-after edition features a particularly clear and easy-to-read typeface. The highly regarded Concord text is complemented by the innovative Cambridge Bold-Figure Cross-Reference system.

- full cross-references – yet no distracting indicators in the text itself

KJV Concord Wide-Margin Reference Edition

Page size: 231 x 184 mm (9 x 7¾ inches)
Spine width: 35 mm (1¾ inches)
Typography: 8/9 pt Times Semi-bold 421

- Bible paper
- black-letter text
- 56 lined pages for notes

Generous wide-margins all around the text, a clear typeface and increased inter-line spacing are features that make this Bible very special. Other features, as for Concord Reference Edition.

Now available in superb flexible goatskin leather, edge-lined for extra suppleness.

country of Moab: and they came to Beth-lehem in the beginning of barley harvest.

CHAPTER 2

AND Naomi had a kinsman of her husband's, a mighty man of Ramah. Her name was Ruth. And Naomi said to her daughter-in-law Ruth, ‘Do not go, my daughter, why should you go with me, since I am old and small of stature? ..."
**KJV Cameo Reference Edition**

Page size: 174 x 120 mm (6¾ x 4¾ inches)
Spine width: 34 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 8 pt Petit Medieval Clarendon 1159

- India paper
- black- or red-letter text
- cross-references
- pronunciation marks
- concordance
- dictionary
- 15 colour maps and gazetteer
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- gilt edges

The renowned Cameo Bible: the perfect combination of size, legibility, reference features, and fine bindings makes this one of our most popular KJV editions.

- pronunciation marks for confident reading

**KJV Cameo Reference Edition with Apocrypha**

Page size: 174 x 120 mm (6¾ x 4¾ inches)
Spine width: 35 mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 8 pt Petit Medieval Clarendon 1159

- black-letter text
- two ribbon markers
- other features as Cameo Reference Edition above

This Bible includes the Apocrypha as well as cross-references, concordance and a dictionary.

- the only edition of the KJV with Apocrypha in a convenient size for personal use
KJV Cameo Wide-Margin Reference Edition

French Morocco leather
Black   KWMC253   Gilt edges  
0 521 53695 2   £70.00

Calfskin leather
Black   KWMC257   Art-gilt edges  
0 521 53696 0   £80.00

Burgundy   KWMC257   Art-gilt edges  
0 521 53697 9   £80.00

**KJV Cameo Wide-Margin Reference Edition**

- **Page size:** 210 x 155 mm (8¼ x 6¼ inches)
- **Page extent:** 1738 pp.
- **Spine width:** 32 mm (1¼ inches)
- **Typography:** 8 pt Petit Medieval Clarendon 1159

- Bible paper
- black-letter text
- cross-references
- 1611 Preface ‘The Translators to the Reader’
- concordance
- pronunciation marks
- 15 colour maps and gazetteer
- two ribbon markers
- gilt or art-gilt edges

The Cameo Edition has been one of Cambridge’s most popular Bibles for generations. This edition, featuring wide margins that enable readers to make their own notes against the text, is now reissued in response to customers’ requests. This latest printing now includes The Translators’ Preface and a more extensive map section.

It is valued for its attractive and easy-to-read typeface, and for its useful study aids – pronunciation marks, cross-references, concordance and maps. It is printed on resilient Bible paper with gilt edges and bound in a choice of leathers.

- wide margins for the reader’s own notes
- same familiar page layout as the regular Cameo edition
KJV Pitt Minion Reference Edition

Page size: 118 mm x 176 mm (4¼ x 6 ¾ inches)
Page extent: 990 pp
Spine width: 19 mm (¾ inches)
Typography: 6/6⅓ pt Times Semi-bold 421

- India paper
- black- or red-letter text
- Cambridge bold-figure cross-reference system
- pronunciation guide
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- gilt or art-gilt edges

This classic Cambridge edition of the King James Version is available in a variety of colours and binding materials.

Cambridge’s Pitt Bibles were originally launched in the 1930s, in the wake of the typographic revival which took place in England after the First World War. They were notable for their slimness – achieved by using a typeface specially cut by the famous Times typographer Stanley Morison for Cambridge University Press.

The Pitt Minion Reference Edition was also the first Bible to employ the innovative Cambridge bold-figure cross-reference system. All in all, it is a neat and elegant book, easy to slip into a pocket or handbag.

KJV Pitt Minion Reference Edition

Bonded leather
Black  KJ182  Black-letter  Gilt edges  £24.95
0 521 53699 5
Black  R182  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £24.95
0 521 00736 4
Burgundy  R182  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £24.95
0 521 00737 2
Blue  R182  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £22.95
0 521 00739 9

French Morocco leather
Black  R183  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £32.95
0 521 00740 2
Burgundy  R183  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £32.95
0 521 00742 9
Green  R183  Red-letter  Gilt edges  £29.95
0 521 00743 7

Calfskin leather
Black  KJ187  Black-letter  Art-gilt edges  £35.95
0 521 53700 2

Goatskin leather
Black  R186  Red-letter  Art-gilt edges  £60.00
0 521 00745 3
Brown  R186  Red-letter  Art-gilt edges  £60.00
0 521 00746 1

PSALM 118
O GIVE thanks unto the LORD; for he is good: because his mercy endureth for ever.
2 Let Israel now say, that his mercy endureth for ever.
3 Let the house of Aaron now say, that his mercy endureth for ever.
4 Let them now that fear the LORD say,
KJV Compact Reference Edition

Bonded leather
White  RC162W  Red letter  Silver edges
0 521 16279 3  £29.95

with Button Snap

Calfskin leather
Black   RC167F  Red letter  Button snap
0 521 16228 9  £39.95

KJV Pocket Concord Reference Edition

French Morocco leather
Black   R103
0 521 53692 8  £32.95
Burgundy   R103
0 521 536936  £32.95

KJV Compact Reference Edition

Page size: 142 x 104 mm (5½ x 4 inches)
Spine width: 22 mm (1 inch)
Typography: 7/7 pt Times Semi-bold 421

- India paper
- Cambridge bold-figure cross-reference system
- 8 colour maps and gazetteer
- gilt or silver edges

This pocket sized Bible is renowned for its clarity on the page. The calfskin edition includes a traditional feature to protect the Bible – button snap – now rarely found in fine bindings.

(see page 29 for additional features)

KJV Pocket ConcordReference Edition

Page size: 131 x 89mm (5¼ x 3¼ inches)
Page extent: 1248 pp
Spine width: 20mm (¾ inch)
Typography: 5.3/5.6 point Times Semi-bold 421

- India paper
- red-letter text
- Cambridge bold-figure cross-reference system
- glossary
- pronunciation marks
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- gilt edges

Published originally over 40 years ago, as the Crystal Reference Edition, this tiny book is one of the most compact reference Bibles ever produced. The type is small but bold and the Bible has exactly the same page layout and pagination as the renowned Concord Reference and Wide Margin editions. This ‘Pocket Concord’ is the ideal Bible for the busy person on the move!
**KJV Lectern Edition**

**Page size:** 296 x 232 mm (11½ x 9 inches)
**Page extent:** 1162 pp. (with Apocrypha 1382 pp.)
**Spine width:** 90 mm (3½ inches)
**Typography:** 12 pt Millers Old Style Pica Antique

- book-wove paper
- with or without Apocrypha
- black-letter text
- cross-references
- 1611 Preface ‘The Translators to the Reader’
- presentation page
- three ribbon markers
- presentation box

The KJV Lectern Edition encapsulates all of the facets of craft production on which Cambridge’s reputation has been based for four centuries. It has been specifically designed for public reading and would make an exceptional gift for a church.

Goatskin bindings are made with the highest quality leather and are handsomely finished with art-gilt edges and a gilt line inside the cover.

- large print for ease of reading
- attractive tinted paper
- reinforced binding and hard covers for durability
- two ribbons to mark both Old and New Testament readings

---

---
**KJV Presentation Reference New Testament**

- **French Morocco leather**
- Black NT283
- 0 521 50956 4 £26.95

This New Testament has the same characteristics of clarity and quality of manufacture as the Presentation Reference Bible described on page 22.

- large type for ease of reading

---

**KJV Brevier New Testament & Psalms (black letter)**

- **Hardback**
  - Black NTP20 Coloured edges
  - 0 521 50923 8 £4.95
- **French Morocco leather**
  - Black NTP23 Ribbon Gilt edges Slipcase
  - 0 521 50924 6 £22.95

These New Testaments are small and slim enough to be carried comfortably.

---

**David’s confidence in God.**

26 “The meek shall eat and be satisfied: they shall... the LORD that seek him.”

---

sand to meet him that cometh against him with twenty thousand.

32 Or else, while the other is yet a great way off, he sendeth an ambassadour, and desireth conditions of peace.

33 So likewise, whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.

34 For Salt is good: but if the salt hath lost his saltiness, wherewith shall it be salted?
KJV Cameo New Testament & Psalms (red letter)

Page size: 163 x 109 mm (6¼ x 4¼ inches)
Spine width: 12 mm (¼ inch)
Typography: 8 pt Petit Medieval Clarendon 1159

- India paper
- red-letter text
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- gilt edges

These slim red-letter New Testaments are bound in Berkshire leather, in a choice of three colours.

KJV Pocket New Testament & Psalms

Page size: 102 x 70 mm (4 x 2¾ inches)
Spine width: 14 mm (½ inch)
Typography: 6/6 pt Plantin 110

- Bible paper
- black- or red-letter text
- pronunciation guide
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- gilt edges

A small volume with clear type, bound in high-quality, long-lasting Calfskin leather, that will fit easily into a bag or pocket. This popular edition is available in both black- and red-letter styles.
KJV Giant-Print Gospels & Psalms

Page size: 230 x 145 mm (9 x 5 ¾ inches)
Spine width: 30 mm (1 ¼ inches)
Typography: 22/24 pt Plantin 110

• black-letter text

A giant-print volume containing just the Gospels and Psalms, at a very reasonable price.

KJV Giant-Print Edition

Page size: 230 x 145 mm (9 x 5 ¾ inches)
Page extent: 5356 pp., the set
Spine width: 165 mm (6 ½ inches)
Typography: 22/24 pt Plantin 110

• black-letter text

This giant-print edition, with its exceptionally large and clear type, makes the Bible accessible to everyone. An essential resource for a church or a thoughtful gift.

• extra-large, bold print chosen for its clarity
• only 23 well-spaced lines to a page for ease of reading

18 And when D told her all his he for the lords of
The Book of Common Prayer is not only used daily for public worship and private prayer but, by its liturgical excellence, holds a special place in the evolution of English language and literature.

Standard Edition Prayer Book

Page size: 136 x 86 mm (5⅜ x 3⅜ inches)
Spine width: 22 mm (⅞ inch)
Typography: 9/9 pt Times Semi-bold

- ribbon marker in leather editions
- coloured, gilt or silver edges

The 1662 Book of Common Prayer, available in hardback editions, suitable for church pews, as well as fine bindings in calfskin, imitation and bonded leather.
Large-Print Edition Prayer Book

Hardback, imitation leather
Green 700 Coloured edges
0 521 50623 9 £16.50
French Morocco leather
Dark blue 703 Ribbon Gilt edges
Slipcase
0 521 50848 7 £29.95
Calfskin leather
Black 707 Ribbon Gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50667 0 £35.95
Burgundy 707 Ribbon Gilt edges Slipcase
0 521 50618 2 £35.95

Large-Print Edition Prayer Book

Page size: 167 x 115 mm (6½ x 4½ inches)
Spine width: 27mm (1¼ inches)
Typography: 11/11 pt Times Semi-bold 421

• ribbon marker in leather editions
• coloured or gilt edges

A larger edition of the 1662 Book of Common Prayer with bigger print. It has the same page numbering as the Standard Edition.

• choice of bindings
• presentation pages in calfskin bindings

The Shorter Prayer Book

Hardback
Green
0 521 50282 9 £5.95

The Shorter Prayer Book

Page size: 140 x 90 mm (5¼ x 3½ inches)
Spine width: 18 mm (¾ inch)
Typography: 9/9 pt Times Roman 327

An abridged form of the 1662 Book of Common Prayer, simplified and easier to follow. It contains the orders of service most often required, and the Psalms. It includes some of the 1928 alternatives, for example in the marriage service.

• decorative stamping on cover
A Bible or Prayer Book makes a memorable gift for so many special occasions – particularly family events such as christenings and weddings. A white Bible given by a godparent or family friend is sure to be kept and cherished long after the ceremony.

**KJV Wedding Bible**

*Page size: 165 x 114 mm (6½ x 4½ inches)*

An ideal gift for a bride!

- glossary
- reading course
- presentation page
- special section for wedding details and family records
- maps
- silver edges

*Imitation leather*

White 21W
0 521 50928 9  £16.95

French Morocco leather
White 23W
0 521 51044 9  £23.95

**KJV White Compact Bible**

*Page size: 142 x 104 mm (5¼ x 4 inches)*

- red-letter text
- cross-references
- pronunciation guide
- concordance
- glossary
- presentation page
- maps
- ribbon marker
- silver edges

*Bonded leather*

White  RC162W Red letter
0 521 16279 3  £29.95

**KJV White New Testament**

*Page size: 102 x 70 mm (4 x 2¾ inches)*

- black-letter text
- presentation page
- ribbon marker
- silver edges

*Imitation leather*

White  NT411W
0 521 50950 5  £11.95

**NIV Pocket New Testament**

*Page size: 109 x 73 mm (4¼ x 2¾ inches)*

- modern translation
- silver edges
- suitable for adult or child
- luxury calfskin leather

*Calfskin*

White  NIVNTR417 Silver edges
0 521 50945 9  £20.95
Many brides elect to carry a white Bible down the aisle or to give a New Testament to their bridesmaids and attendants.

Cambridge’s white Bibles, New Testaments and Prayer Books come in a range of bindings to suit all occasions. Each has gilt or silver edges, a ribbon marker and a presentation page.

**NIV Pocket Cross-Reference Bible**

- modern English translation
- presentation page
- gilt edges
- ribbon marker
- genuine leather

*French Morocco leather*  
White  NIV373W  
0 521 51317 0  £34.95

**White Gift Edition Prayer Book**

- 1662 Book of Common Prayer
- choice of presentation pages
- ribbon marker
- gilt or silver edges

*Imitation leather*  
White  601W  Gilt edges  
0 521 50926 2  £15.95

*French Morocco leather*  
White  603W  Silver edges  
0 521 50242 X  £21.95

**REB White Gift Bible**

- modern translation
- choice of presentation pages
- gilt edges
- ribbon marker
- genuine leather

*French Morocco leather*  
White  REB172  
0 521 50749 9  £19.95
Cambridge Bibles

Cambridge University Press has been publishing the Bible since 1591. Cambridge Bibles continue to be of the highest quality, created by craftsmen and women using traditional methods and materials.

The Cambridge Guarantee

Cambridge Bibles are unconditionally guaranteed for life against defective materials or workmanship of any kind. Each Cambridge Bible has been made with skill and care from the best and most appropriate materials. Treated with reasonable care and respect as befits a well-made and valuable article, it will give years of use.

The cover material used in the binding of fine Bibles is a natural product, and many of the binding processes still require craft techniques and skills, so making each leather Bible unique. However, if any customer has reason to believe that a Bible suffers from defects in materials or workmanship and that its condition is not the result of normal use or damage after purchase, they should return it to the place where it was purchased. We will arrange to inspect it and, if a replacement is warranted, we will provide one free of charge.

The World’s Best Leather Bibles

Cambridge University Press is committed to the finest printing and binding. We have our own Printing House in Cambridge which is unique in being able to trace its history back to the very beginnings of printing with moveable type. Its sheet-fed process produces the very best Bible pages. In our dedicated Craft Bindery, each volume is treated with the same attention to craftsmanship as was our first Bible in 1591. A hallmark of Cambridge quality is the care taken in choosing the finest leathers from around the world. Each hide is scrutinised and, if accepted, is then cut to size for making the leather cases for the Bible pages. Cambridge uses a range of leathers, with different grains appropriate to the size of the Bible (see page 40).

Care and Handling

Leather, unlike many modern materials, will maintain its attractiveness if you follow a few simple guidelines. Keep the Bible away from sources of extreme heat and from water. Use a slightly damp cloth to clean it but please do not use any detergents or packaged Bible cleaning products. The best preservative for leather bindings is a natural substance – the oils transferred from your hands. The more you handle the Bible, the more quickly it will become supple to the touch.

The combination of very thin paper and a generous layer of gilding means that sometimes the pages stick together until they are separated for the first time. If this happens, hold the pages between your thumb and index finger and rub them together with just enough pressure as is necessary to release the pages.
Cambridge Bible Codes

Cambridge Bible codes comprise a number of elements representing different Bible features.

Binding materials

Designated by the last digit in the code
0 Hardcover
1 Imitation leather
2 Bonded leather
3 French Morocco leather
4 Berkshire leather
5 & 6 Goatskin leather
7 Calfskin leather
8 Cowhide leather

Additional features

A Apocrypha
B (over) Boards
C Concordance
D Bible Dictionary
F Button Snap (Flap)
G Gospels
IX Thumb Index
NT New Testament
P Psalms
P2 Pre-punched Pages, 2 holes
R Red-Letter Text
W White
WM Wide Margin
Z Zip Fastener

Stitching

The stitching used to sew the pages together is tough but thin, so open the pages carefully at first to allow the threads to settle. Incidentally, when you open a Cambridge Bible, you may see an extra row of stitching along the inner edge of some of the pages. This is evidence of the extra step our binder takes to secure the pages against strain. This extra stitching is added to the first and last sections of the larger Cambridge Bibles to protect the most vulnerable pages.

Ribbon markers

Ribbon markers allow you to keep your place while looking up cross-references and to mark a particular passage to which you want to return. If the Bible is one of our larger volumes, it may have two ribbons – so you can keep your place in both the Old and the New Testaments at the same time. At Cambridge we take special care in choosing ribbon markers. Strong ribbons of appropriate breadth for the size of each Bible are selected, so that they will not curl up, become thread-like and, in extreme cases, cut through the thin Bible pages. A generous length is specified, too, so that the ribbons do not get lost within the pages.

Paper

Because of their length, Bibles traditionally have been printed on thin paper to ensure compact volumes. Cambridge Bibles are printed on paper much thinner and finer than ordinary book paper – yet also strong and opaque, so that ‘show-through’ from one page to another is minimised. Our paper buyers carefully choose the kind of paper best suited to each Bible type and size. They balance considerations of strength, thinness and opacity, and use only papers that meet the highest environmental standards.

Note-taking

The wide variety of pens and markers available nowadays makes it impossible to give an unconditional guarantee that notes written on the Bible pages will not smudge or bleed through over time. If using pens or markers, we suggest that you take care in the choice of writing implement and the pressure that is applied.

Head and tail bands

All Cambridge Bibles have the traditional ‘head and tail’ bands which were once used to help people take the books down from densely stocked shelves. Nowadays, they are added as a decorative item and the colours are chosen to complement the shade of leather and gilding used in the binding.

Gilt edges and blocking

Many Cambridge Bibles and Prayer Books are decorated with metallic gold and silver on their covers and on the edges of their paper. The material that is used in this process gives a rich, bright and attractive finish to the book. However, care must be taken to protect the Bible or Prayer Book, as the metallic foil may peel when exposed to moisture.
Glossary

Features

Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books
An influential group of ancient writings studied as aids and additions to the accepted canon of Scripture.

Art-gilt edges
A decorative finish to the page edges in which a red dye and gilt foil combine to add richness and lustre to the finished volume.

Bible paper
Thicker than India paper, but still much thinner than common book papers.

Book-wove paper
Term used to indicate a non-lightweight paper.

Button snap
A style of binding in which the back cover is extended in a flap to fold around the fore-edge, snapping shut to protect the gilt page edges.

Coloured edges
A decorative technique by which the page edges of a hardback book are tinted to reflect the colour of the binding.

Concordance
An alphabetical list of words used for locating a Bible verse or identifying related material. It catalogues the places in the text where particular words may be found, with their chapter and verse.

Cross-references
A system by which verses which have a similar wording or theme are linked throughout the Bible. They may be located in the centre of the page or at the margin.

Dictionary
Short histories of biblical characters, as well as explanations of terms and background information, usually presented in alphabetical order.

Family record
A decorated page bound into a Bible or prayer book on which the owner can record births, deaths, marriages and other significant family events.

Gilt edges
A decorative finishing style in which a gold-coloured metallic foil is applied to the edges of the pages after they have been cut and rubbed smooth. Silver foil is often applied to the page edges of volumes bound in white.

See also art-gilt edges.

Gilt line
A plain gold line or ‘frame’ on the inside covers.
Leathers

Goatskin
A beautiful and very durable top-quality leather. Rugged yet flexible, it is used for the finest bindings. Traditionally known as ‘Morocco’ leather.

Calfskin leather
A traditional high-quality leather used in fine bindings. It is long-lasting, and its suppleness increases with use. Cambridge Calfskin bindings use only top-grain leather.

Berkshire leather
This leather is pigskin – the material most commonly used by publishers when ‘genuine leather’ is the description used.

French Morocco leather
Cambridge uses this term for leather taken from a split calfskin, slightly thinner than other grades and therefore flexible and soft even when new. A French Morocco binding offers real leather at an economical price.

Bonded leather
Cambridge uses only bonded leather which is made from 100% real leather fibres, reconstituted with a strong resin bonding. That is simply the best quality bonded leather available – supple, handsome, durable, and with many of the attractive characteristics of full leather.

Imitation leather
An inexpensive material that has a good resemblance to real leather. It is tough and easily cleaned.

India paper
The paper traditionally used for the best quality Bibles. The name is now generally used for papers that weigh less than 30 grammes per square metre (‘20lb’ paper in the USA.)

Presentation page
A decorated page bound into a Bible or prayer book on which may be inscribed the name of the giver of the book, the name of the recipient and the date of the gift.

Pronunciation marks
A phonetic system indicating how names should be pronounced, showing the vowel sounds and stressed syllables, as in a dictionary. These volumes are sometimes called ‘self-pronouncing’.

Red-letter Edition
A Bible in which the words of Christ are printed in red, a practice introduced in 1899 by the American publisher Dr Louis Klopsch.

Reference Edition
A Bible that includes cross-references to guide the reader to other parts of the Bible where similar subjects are treated. Footnotes give variant readings of the text. Reference editions often include a concordance, maps and other study material.

Text Edition
A Bible in which the text only is provided, without cross-references.

Thumb index
Thumb-index editions have semi-circular cuts made by hand in the outer margins of the pages. The abbreviated names of the books of the Bible are stamped on small tabs, which are firmly glued on to the first page of the individual books, to enable the reader to find the page quickly.

Zip fastener
A zip sewn into the edge of the cover that may be closed to protect the gilt edges.

Most Cambridge leather-bound Bibles have flexible covers. Some of the larger Bibles – those described as ‘over boards’ – have a sturdy non-flexible binding.
Index

A

Apocrypha, editions with
KJV, 25, 29
NRSV, 15
REB, 9, 10

Apocrypha texts
KJV, 21
NRSV, 14, 16

Authorized Version (AV)
see King James Version

B

Book of Common Prayer
(1662), 33–34, 36
Large-Print, 34
Pew, 33
Shorter Prayer Book, 34
Standard, 33
White Gift, 36

bride’s Bible see white Bibles
button-snap edition (KJV), 28

C

Cambridge Bible codes, 38
Cambridge Bibles
care of, 37–38
features of, 37–40
leathers, 37, 40
papers used, 38, 39, 40

Cambridge Daily Reading Bible, (NRSV), 18

Cambridge Family Bible (KJV), 23

Cambridge Pew Programme, 1

Christening Bibles see white Bibles

Common Prayer see Book of
Common Prayer (1662)

concordance, editions with
KJV, 22–26, 28
NIV, 6
RSV, 12

see also study editions
cross-references see reference editions

D

Daily Reading Bible (NRSV), 18
Deuterocanonical Books
see Apocrypha editions
dictionary, editions with
(KJV), 22–25

Pocket NT & Psalms, 31
Presentation Reference, 22, 30
Standard Text, 20
white (Gift) Bibles & NTs, 35

Wide-Margin Reference, 24, 26
see also New Testaments

F

Family Bible (KJV), 23
family record pages,
(KJV), 22–24

G

giant-print editions
KJV, 32
NIV, 8
NRSV, 17

see also large-print editions
gift editions, 35–36
glossary
KJV, 24, 28
NRSV, 15, 16

Gospels & Psalms (KJV), 32

I

Interlinear Bible (KJV/RV), 19

K

King James Version, 20–32

Apocrypha Text, 21
Brevier NT & Psalms, 30

Cambridge Family Bible, 23
Cameo NT & Psalms, 31

Cameo Reference, 25–26
Compact Reference, 28

Concord Reference, 24
Family, 23
Giant-Print, 32
Giant-Print Gospels & Psalms, 32

Interlinear Bible (KJV/RV), 19

Large-Print Text, 21
Lectern, 29

Pitt Minion Reference, 27
Pocket Concord Reference, 28

Pocket NT & Psalms, 31
Presentation Reference, 22, 30
Standard Text, 20
white (Gift) Bibles & NTs, 35

Wide-Margin Reference, 24, 26
see also New Testaments

L

large-print editions

Common Prayer (1662), 34
KJV Bible, 21

see also giant-print editions

lectern Bibles
KJV, 29
REB, 10

looseleaf edition
NIV Pre-Punched Pages, 6

M

maps
KJV, 19, 22–26, 28
NIV, 2–6
NRSV, 15–16
RSV, 12

P

pew editions

Common Prayer (1662), 33, 34
KJV, 20, 21
NRSV, 14
REB, 9

Pew programme, 1

pocket Bibles and New Testaments
KJV, 28, 31, 35
NIV, 3, 7, 35
RSV, 10, 11

see also reference editions, wide-margin editions

T

text editions
KJV, 20, 21
NRSV, 14
REB, 9

see also giant-print editions

thumb-index editions (KJV), 22, 24

Translators’ Preface (KJV), 22–24, 26

W

white Bibles and prayer books, 35–36

wide-margin editions
KJV, 24, 26
NIV, 5

see also study editions

Z

zip-fastener editions
KJV, 25
NIV, 3
The printing and publishing house of the University of Cambridge is the oldest Bible printer and publisher in the world.

Cambridge produced its first complete Bible – the Geneva Bible – in 1591, and has an unrivalled tradition of continuity.